Tips for Taking Photos
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Why do you need photos?
• More information is better!
• Photos give context to plant
problems
• Good for personal recordkeeping
• Practicing skillful photography
makes you a better First Detector

Photo: Morgan Byron, DPM, Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey, FDACS-DPI

Photo of a Diaprepes root weevil
taken on a blueberry farm (with
hand and blueberry for scale)

Healthy blueberry plant in the
same field, indicating not all
plants were affected by weevil
larvae feeding

Including photos with your submission forms and samples is an easy way to provide
additional diagnostic clues to help the person receiving your sample better
understand the plant problem at hand. In a diagnostic setting, photos are usually
taken in the lab when a sample is submitted. However, this sample has likely travelled
through the mail under not ideal conditions and the symptoms you initially observed
may not be as easy to see once it arrives. Additionally, photos can give context to the
plant problem, if photos of the plant’s growing conditions and surroundings are
included. This can help rule out certain abiotic factors, or shed light on pest problems
not originally considered. Another benefit is that these photos will be useful for your
own records – especially if taken from a community garden or your home landscape –
helping you to remember and catalogue pest issues you encounter from year to year.
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What equipment can you use?
• Any smartphone with a camera
• Microscope attachment for
smaller insects
– Many of them require you to
remove your phone case

• Handheld microscope
• Dissecting microscope

Mealybug under a
dissecting microscope

Example magnifying/microscope
attachment

Photos: Mealybug (Sage Thompson, University of Florida;
Microscope attachment (arbico-organics.com)

Many smartphones are now equipped with powerful cameras that will easily capture
great photos of larger specimens.
For smaller specimens and plant pathogens, a magnifying attachment for your phone
may be helpful if you want a more precise identification. If you expect to use them in
the field rather than bringing specimens back, make sure the attachment has a light
source. Many have them built in. Microscope attachments range from $5-50. We
have tested some of the less expensive attachments and they have worked well!
When purchasing a magnifying attachment, make sure the it will work with your
phone model. Be aware that many attachments require a thin phone case or for the
user to completely remove the phone case.
Handheld microscopes are do not attach to the phone camera and are often
equipped with Bluetooth or a digital software, making it easy to capture photos
under the lens. Some can be used in the field, but others attach to a base that keeps
the microscope steady, allowing for clearer photos.
Dissecting microscopes are more expensive but may be accessed at some County
Extension offices. Photos can be taken by positioning the camera on top of the eye
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piece. An example photo is seen here with an overturned mealybug.
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Insects
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What should you include?
• Up to seven pictures can be submitted to DDIS
• Photos of host and damage
• Multiple life stages

Photo: Left (Jennifer Carr, University of Florida), Right (Ayanava Majumdar, Alabama
Cooperative Extension System, Bugwood.org #5384002)
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What should you include?
• Take pictures of the whole insect
from the top and the side
• Clear images of the head, thorax,
and abdomen
• Antennae
• Wings
Can you tell the differences between these
two specimens?
Photos: Net-winged beetle: Jon Yuschock, Bugwood image #5432152
Dycladia moth: Andreas Kay, (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0), https://www.flickr.com/photos/andreaskay/19244757349
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Tips for insect pictures
• Color can aid identification in many cases
• Consider the background – dark
background for a black insect may be
better
• Use an object for sense of scale
• Retain the specimen for future submission
• Review pictures while taking them
• Send the original image

Color can aid identification in many cases. Use live or freshly killed specimens for
taking photos. Consider the background – dark background for a black insect may be
better.
Send the original image – not a resized version
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Plants
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What should you include?
• Variety of clear photos
• Show an overall growing form
• Close-up of:
– Leaves (top and underside)
– Leaf arrangement
– Fruit
– Bark
– Buds
– Flowers
Photo: John Ruter, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org 1581046

Tungoil Tree

With trees, there should also be a photo of the branching pattern, preferably from
where they are growing from the main leader or trunk.
On the leaves you want to focus on getting the leaf veins in focus. If you want
practice, try taking a clear photo of a water droplet on a leaf.
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Tips for plant photos
• Avoid taking photos in midday
• Fill the frame with the object as
much as possible
• In one photo, include the
surrounding environment
• Use a background to force focus

Leather flower (Clematis sp.)
Photo: John Ruter, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org 1582716

Taking photos in full sun can make the small details unclear and run together. Take
photos when it is a bit cloudy outside, or in the morning or late afternoon when the
sun is less intense.
When taking pictures of the smaller flowers and leaves, try to fill as much of the view
with the object so it totally fills the frame.
In one photo, try to include some of the surrounding environment, especially if
submitting a plant sample because of an abiotic disorder. If the plant is in a low lying
area or on a slope it may be a clue to the abiotic disorder.
Lastly, if plants are growing very close together or you are having difficulty getting a
leaf to autofocus with your smartphone, a piece of paper or cardboard can be placed
underneath to force focus.
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Plant Pathogens
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What should you include?
• Symptomatic tissue
• Margin of healthy and
symptomatic tissue
• Photos of potential vectors
• Signs of the pathogen
– Ooze
– Fuzzy growth
– Bumps on the necrotic area
Photo: Wikimedia Commons, vetcw3, under CC-BY-SA-2.0

Completely dead plants are not useful for
identification

Photos of fully dead plants will not be useful for identification. Pictures of
symptomatic tissue should be taken when it is not too bright out, like the plant
pictures. Try to also capture symptoms and healthy tissue in the same photo. If there
are any signs of a pathogen, like oozing or fuzzy growth, snap a photograph of that as
well. If you see these signs in very dead tissue it is likely they are secondary or nonpathogenic fungi or bacteria. While photos can be useful for plant pathogens, good
information on the plant care, like watering, fertilizer, and chemical treatments, are
also important to help determine the cause of the symptoms. If any common insect
vectors are present on or near the infected plant, try to get a photo of that activity as
well, or at least make note of the insect presence on the submission form.
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What should you include?
• Photos of the entire plant
• Photos of the growing area
– Is the plant in a natural area?
– Is the infected plant growing in a
container?
– Is the infected plant growing in a
garden setting or a raised bed?
– How many plants are affected in
the area?

These olive trees are growing in a welldrained, orchard setting in full sun

Photo: Morgan Byron, DPM, Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey, FDACS-DPI

Including the area where the plant is growing gives context to the plant issue at hand
and helps the diagnostician determine whether or not the symptoms are due to plant
pathogen infection. Depending on where the affected plant is growing, there may be
additional plants with symptoms nearby. For example, if the infected plant is in a
community garden setting – nearby related plants with symptoms could be a helpful
clue. Additionally, the growing conditions of the area can be very helpful to reaching a
diagnosis – address any concerns about poor drainage, proximity to areas where
herbicides or other plant-harming chemicals may be used, or the history of plant
pathogens in the area. These helpful details should be included on the submission
form, and if supplemental photos are possible please include them! In this photo,
olive trees are growing in a well-drained sunny field with several mature trees
bordering one another. A sample submitted from one of these trees would be
analyzed differently than one from a single, ornamental olive tree in a home
landscape.
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Example

Spores extruding from pycnidia
Leaf blotch on Amaryllis spp.
Photos: (Left) Bruce Watt, University of Maine, Bugwood.org 5458318 and (Right) 5458307

This is where a microscope would come in handy, or at least the microscope phone
attachment
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Mushrooms
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What should you include?
• The entire fungus
• Multiple individuals
• Multiple pictures from different
angles
• Top and bottom of cap
• Surface and base of stipe
Photo: Matthew Smith, Ph.D, Plant Pathology, University of Florida.

Taking a picture of the entire fungus and if possible, in the place it was found gives
context to where the fungi was found. Also taking pictures of multiple individuals
both young and old from the same species can be helpful. Mushrooms can have a
bunch of different sides so including multiple pictures of different angle gives the
expert better insight into different identifying characteristics. For mushrooms be sure
to show the top of the cap, under the cap, and if there is a stipe (the stem that
supports the cap) the surface and base of it. This picture is a great example of how to
include all of these features in one photo and also has the knife to scale the image.
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What should you include?
• Pictures of obvious spore
deposits
• Substrate the fungus was on
• Any obvious odors, oozing
liquids (latex), or staining
reactions when the mushroom
is bruised, handled or cut open
Photo: Matthew Smith, Ph.D, Plant Pathology, University of Florida.

If any spore deposits are obvious, be sure to note the color and take a photo of these.
Mushrooms vary wildly in size, having an item in the picture as a sale is very useful.
Common items used for scale are pencil, ruler or coins. The substrate like soil, dung,
wood, leaves, the fungus was on is critical for helping the expert figure out where the
fungus gets nutrients. Note any obvious odors, oozing liquids (latex), or staining
reactions when the mushroom is bruised, handled or cut open.

5. Make sure the photos are in focus!
6. Make sure the resolution is high enough for the expert to zoom in for details.

7. take a photo or notes to describe the substrate that the fungus was on (e.g. soil,
leaves, dung, wood, etc.) – this is critical to help the expert figure out what the
fungus uses to get nutrition
8. Note any obvious odors, oozing liquids (latex), or staining reactions when the
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mushroom is bruised, handled or cut open.
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Reporting
Distance Diagnostic and Identification System
• Digital Diagnostic
Collaboration
– Extension agents
– Laboratories
– Clinics
– Specialists

• https://ddis.ifas.ufl.edu/

The Digital Diagnostic Identification System (DDIS) connects Extension clientele,
Extension agents, specialists, plant disease clinics, and government officials. Users
can submit electronic samples through the system to get rapid identification of insect,
weed, mushroom, plant pathogens, and abiotic disorder samples. The general public
and shareholders must contact their local County Extension agent before signing up
as Extension clientele.
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Reporting a Pest in Florida
UF/IFAS Faculty
• Local county extension office
– https://sfyl.ifas.ufl.edu/find-your-local-office/

• Insect ID Lab- Lyle Buss
– http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/insectid/

• UF/IFAS Plant Diagnostic Center- Dr. Carrie Harmon
– https://plantpath.ifas.ufl.edu/extension/plant-diagnostic-center/

The UF/IFAS faculty is responsible for reporting diseases, insects, weeds, nematodes,
or any other invasive species to the Florida Department Agriculture and Consumer
Services, Division of Plant Industry (FDACS, DPI). Reporting this information is
essential to protect Florida agriculture, communities and natural areas.

Local County Extension agents can assist in identifying plant pests or submitting a
pest sample to the correct department or agency for identification. Local Extension
agents can also sign up for DDIS and receive samples electronically.

Lyle Buss is the insect identifier at the University of Florida. Visit the link to download
the sample submission form or email him with questions.
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Dr. Carrie Harmon is the head of the Plant Diagnostic Center in Gainesville, Florida.
Visit the PDC website to download the sample submission forms. She highly
recommends calling prior to sample submission.

The diagnosticians and identifiers in each area will also provide management
strategies for the sample. If an invasive pest is found, they will send it FDACS, DPI for

further testing.
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Reporting
FDACS: Division of Plant Industry
• FDACS, DPI Responsibility
oAnnouncing detection or establishment of new invasive species.
oReporting is a legal obligation under Florida Statute 581.091.

• Submission Form
– http://forms.freshfromflorida.com/08400.pdf
– https://www.fdacs.gov/Agriculture-Industry/Pests-and-Diseases/How-toSubmit-a-Sample-for-Identification

Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services: Division of Plant Industry
is a regulatory agency dedicated to the detection and prevention of introduction and
spread of pests and diseases that can affect Florida’s native and commercially grown
plants. Announcing the establishment of new invasive species can affect Florida’s
agricultural producers and trade of agricultural products.
FDACS, DPI provides online submission forms to fill out and send to the agency for
proper identification. DPI provides useful videos on how to properly handle the
specimens before shipping them for identification
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FDACS, DPI Contact
• Division of Plant Industry Helpline
– DPIHelpline@fdacs.gov
– 1-888-397-1517

• Dr. Leroy Whilby, Bureau Chief of Entomology, Nematology and Plant
Pathology
– Leroy.Whilby@fdacs.gov
– 352-395-4661

• Dr. Paul Skelley, Chief Entomologist and Assistant Bureau Chief of
Entomology, Nematology and Plant Pathology
– Paul.Skelley@fdacs.gov
– 352-395-4678

The DPI contacts provided will assist in determining the next steps if the pest found is
of regulatory concern. Additionally, FDACS, DPI has a hotline with both a phone
number and email for questions and concerns.
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